Introduction
The study of bistable molecular magnetic materials is a highly active research topic in the chemistry and physics communities owing, at least in part, to their promise for future applications in high density magnetic data storage and spintronic devices 1 and quantum compouting. 2 The inaugural example of single-molecule magnet (SMM) behaviour in molecular species was the mixed-valent, oxide-bridged cluster [Mn 12 O 12 (O 2 CCH 3 ) 16 (H 2 O) 4 ] (Mn 12 -Ac) reported some 20 years ago. 3 The interplay of classical and quantum physics in Mn 12 -Ac opened up an entirely new field of study for chemists who were tasked with the design and construction of molecules displaying analogous behaviour. This in turn provided a gateway for the discovery of fascinating new physics in zero dimensional molecules. 4 Recently, significant attention has been directed towards the incorporation of 4f ions into SMMs, in both heterometallic 3d/4f and homometallic 4f compounds, since many lanthanide (Ln) ions possess large unquenched orbital angular momenta which imparts significant anisotropy. 5 The result that perhaps re-focused the attention of chemists to the suitability of employing Ln(III) (and indeed actinide) ions in the construction of SMMs was the publication of the structure and magnetic properties of the double-decker phthalocyanine (Pc) complex [TbPc 2 ] by Ishikawa and co-workers. 6 A selection of other highlights 7 since this seminal work include, but are not limited to, a N 2 3radical- Phenolic oximes (R-saoH 2 ; Scheme 1) have been studied for many years in transition metal (TM) coordination chemistry, 9 initially in applications relating to industrial metal extraction (particularly for Cu II ) 10a and anti-corrosive agents in protective coatings. 10b In TM III chemistry, the propensity of the phenolic oximes to exist in their doubly deprotonated, dianionic form (R-sao 2-) also renders them ideal candidates for the preparation of polymetallic SMMs, particularly in manganese chemistry. 11 However, their use in homo-and heterometallic Ln III chemistry is almost completely unknown. (3), Gd (4), Tb (5), Dy (6), Ho (7), Er (8); saoH 2 = salicylaldoxime; DMF = dimethylformamide) that represent the first examples of any homometallic Ln III cages built with salicylaldoxime.
Experimental Section

Materials and Methods
Unless otherwise stated all reagents were obtained from commercial sources and were used as received without further purification. All reactions were carried out under aerobic conditions.
Elemental analyses (C, H, N) 
Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction
Single-crystal X-ray diffraction measurements of 1-8 were carried out at 110 K on a Bruker APEXII X-ray diffractometer equipped with graphite-monochromated MoK radiation ( = 0.71073 Å).
Lorentz polarization and absorption corrections were applied. The structures were solved by direct methods and refined by full-matrix least-squares on F 2 (weighting scheme: w = 1/[σ2(Fo2) + (αP)2 + βP], where P = (Fo2 + 2Fc2)/3) using the SHELXS-97 and SHELXL-97 programs. 14 All nonhydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically whereas H atoms were placed in the calculated positions and refined using the riding model. Some of the DMF molecules and nitrate anions were refined with suitable restraints to their geometries and atomic thermal parameters. Restraints of the 2θ angle were applied to the structural models of 2, 3, 4 and 6 to meet the completeness requirement.
Crystallographic data are summarized in Table 1 with selected bond distances and angles provided in Table S1 .
Results and Discussion
Single crystal X-ray diffraction reveals that all eight compounds are isostructural, crystallizing in the tetragonal space group I-4 (Table 1 ). The structure of (6) (Ln = Dy) will be described here as a representative example of the series. The asymmetric unit is depicted in Figure S1a (see ESI) and the bond lengths are given in Table S1 (see ESI).The core of the complex (Figure 1) Table S1 ), the closest distances between two Ln atoms of the adjacent Ln 8 molecules is around 10 Å.
(turn to next page →) The cage molecules pack in superimposable rows in all three unit cell directions, affording the aesthetically pleasing brickwork-like topology shown in Figure S1a ( 
Magnetic Properties
Variable-temperature dc magnetic susceptibility data for compounds 2-8 were collected on powdered microcrystalline samples over the temperature range 1.8−300 K and under an applied field of 1000 Oe (Figure 2 and Figure 3 ). The magnetic properties of 4 are discussed first since the isotropifc f 7 Gd III ion has no orbital contribution. The χ M T product of 4 at 300 K (61.06 cm 3 •K•mol -1 ) is consistent with the spin only value of 63.00 cm 3 •K•mol -1 expected for eight non-interacting Gd III ions (S = 7/2, L = 0, 8 S 7/2 , g = 2: C = 7.875 cm 3 •K•mol -1 ). 17 As temperature is decreased χ M T remains relatively constant, and at 30 K is 57.73 cm 3 •K•mol -1 . Below 14 K the χ M T dependence exhibits a sharp decrease reaching a value 32.07 cm 3 •K•mol -1 at 2 K. This behaviour is indicative of the presence of very weak antiferromagnetic interactions between the Gd III ions within the Gd 8 cage. Compounds 2 and 3 and 5-8 exhibit very different magnetic behaviour than that of 4, likely due to the significant orbital contributions of their respective Ln(III) ions. Due to the existence of inter-electronic repulsion and spin-orbit coupling, the 4f n configuration is split into 2S+1 L J states. Moreover, influenced by the weak crystal field perturbation, each of these states can be further split into m J sublevels which are thermally populated at room temperature. Progressive thermal depopulation of these sublevels leads to a χ M T response that decreases as the temperature is lowered owing to Boltzmann depopulation of the excited states. For 2, the value of χ M T at 300 K is 2.39 cm 3 •K•mol -1 , much higher than the theoretical value of 0.72 cm 3 •K•mol -1 expected for eight independent Sm(III) ions (S = 5/2, L = 5, 6 H 5/2 , g = 2/7: C = 0.09 cm 3 •K•mol -1 ). 17 The large experimental χ M T value of 2 at room temperature is attributed to the population of excited states such as 6 H 7/2 . 18 The χ M T dependence of 2 decreases with decreasing temperature and reaches 0.19 cm 3 •K•mol -1 at 2 K, reflecting both the deopoulation of said excited states and possible weak antiferromagnetic interactions between neighbouring metal ions. For compound 3, χ M T is 11.56 cm 3 •K•mol -1 at room temperature ( Figure 3 ) and in view of the nonmagnetic 7 F 0 ground state of Eu(III), this discrepancy is attributed to non-negligible thermal population of excited states such as 7 F 1 and 7 F 2 . 18 χ M T then decreases with decreasing temperature and at 1.8 K approaches 0.10 cm 3 •K•mol -1 simply reflecting the depopulation of the paramagnetic excited states and as expected for a Eu(III)ion with a non-magnetic ground state.
In case of compounds 5, 7, and 8, the observed χ M T values at room temperature are 93.91, 110.06 and 91.23 cm 3 •K•mol -1 , respectively (Figure 2 and 3) . These values are close to the corresponding theoretical values of 94.56, 112.56 and 91.58 cm 3 •K•mol -1 expected for eight non-interacting Tb(III) ions (S = 3, L = 3, 7 F 6 , g = 3/2: C = cm 3 •K•mol -1 ) for 5, eight non-interacting Ho(III) ions (S = 2, L = 6, 5 I 8 , g = 5/4: C = 14.07 cm 3 •K•mol -1 ) for 7, and eight non-interacting Er(III) ions (S = 3/2, L = 6, 4 I 15/2 , g = 6/5: C = 11.48 cm 3 •K•mol -1 ), respectively. 17 At lower temperatures, the thermal variations of χ M T for 5, 7 and 8 undergo a decrease to reach 70. 19, 47.83 and 43 .81 cm 3 •K•mol -1 at 2 K, respectively.
Finally, measurements on 6 reveal that the χ M T value at room temperature is 109.74 cm 3 •K•mol -1 (Figure 2) , which is close to the theoretical value of 113.36 cm 3 •K•mol -1 expected for eight noninteracting Dy(III) ions (S = 5/2, L = 5, 6 H 15/2 , g = 4/3: C = 14.17 cm 3 K mol −1 ). 17 Upon cooling, the χ M T product decreases gradually to reach 104.47 cm 3 •K•mol -1 at 22 K and then abruptly increases and reaches a maximum value of 157.22 cm 3 •K•mol -1 at 2 K this may indicate the presence of significant ferromagnetic interactions within the Dy 8 core of the molecule.
The field dependence of the magnetization of compounds 4-6 was measured at T = 1.8 K in fields from 0-70 kOe (Figure 4) . In each case the increase of the magnetization is quite steep reaching 55.88, 39.70 and 47.37 Nβ at 70 kOe for 4, 5 and 6, respectively. In case of compound 6 the magnetization reaches the value close to the maximum at fields as low as 7000 Oe which further confirms the ferromagnetic character of the interactions between Dy atoms. The values at 70 kOe for 5 and 6 are much lower than the expected saturation value of 72 Nβ and 80 Nβ for eight non-interacting Tb (III) and Dy(III) ions, respectively. This behaviour indicates the presence of significant magnetic anisotropy and/or the lack of a well-defined ground state. In order to probe the magnetization dynamics of the new compounds, the temperature and frequency dependence of the ac magnetic susceptibilities were performed in the absence of an applied dc magnetic field; however only compound 6 (Dy 8 ) exhibits a frequency dependence under these conditions. Figure 5 depicts the temperature dependence of the in-phase (plotted as χ M ′T) and the outof-phase (χ M″ ) component of the ac magnetic susceptibility under zero dc magnetic field, measured at six different frequencies in the 1.8-9 K temperature range. The response clearly indicates slow relaxation of the magnetization in 6. As shown in Figure 6 , ac susceptibility data collected in the absence of an external dc magnetic field display temperature-dependent peaks in the χ M ″ versus ν (ν = ac field frequency) plot. This finding further confirms the slow relaxation of the magnetization in 6.
The frequency values at which the maximum of the χ″(ν) dependence occurs were used to plot the T -1 vs. ln (2πν) 
The parameter α was found to be almost constant at 0.2 (see Table S2 in the ESI for details). The best linear fit of the T -1 vs. ln(τ) dependence yields ΔE/k B = 5.1 K and τ 0 = 4.73×10 -5 s, consistent with the values obtained from the frequency maxima of the χ″ vs. ν plot. The slow relaxation of magnetization of 6 was also studied by means of micro-SQUID dc magnetmetry. 20 Hysteresis loops were collected with the field applied along the easy-axis of an oriented single crystal in the 0.03-1.0 K temperature range. Below 1.0 K at a 0.07 T/s magnetic field sweep rate, hysteretic behaviour was observed which confirms that 6 is indeed an SMM (Figure 9 ; at 30 mK and 0.07 T/s the observed coercive field H c = 0.1 T). The observed coercivity is strongly temperature and sweep-rate dependent ( Figure S1 in the ESI) as expected for SMMs. 19 Similar open hysteresis loops were observed before for example in Dy 3 Cu 6 molecule reported by Aronica et al. 21 Figure 9 . Micro-SQUID magnetization scans collected in the 0.03-1.0 K temperature range for complex 6 at 0.07 T/s. The magnetization value is normalized to the magnetization value at 0.5 T.
The hysteresis loops recorded below 0.3 K and at a sweep rate 0.07 T/s reveal a step-like feature at ~0.4 T due to resonant quantum tunnelling. Remarkably, no quantum tunnelling relaxation step at zero magnetic field has been observed. This is in agreement with the frequency dependence of the ac magnetic susceptibility at H dc = 0 Oe. The lack of the fast zero-field relaxation might be due to the intramolecular ferromagnetic interactions between Dy centers within the Dy 8 core of the molecule. 21 Dc magnetization decay measurements were performed in order to assess the relaxation times in the subkelvin temperature range (Figure 10 inset) . The plot of the temperature dependence of the relaxation times ln(τ) vs. T -1 obeys the Arrhenius law   exp(ΔE/kT) in the high temperature range (0.8 -0.5 K) and is consistent with the results obtained from the ac data at 1.8-2.1 K (Figure 10 ). To further study the magnetic relaxation behaviour of 6 and to check for quantum tunneling effects, the frequency dependence of the ac susceptibility in the 1.8 -2.2 K range was measured with applied dc fields of 1, 2, 3 and 4 kOe ( Figures S2-S5 in the ESI). The peaks observed at zero field at ~200 Hz in the χ M ″ vs. ν plots shift towards higher frequencies when an external magnetic field is applied (to ca. 400 Hz at 1 kOe and 900 Hz at 2 kOe). Above 3 kOe, the high-frequency peak nearly disappears and the tail of a new peak at lower frequencies appears (~ 1Hz). Fitting the 1 kOe data to the Arrhenius law gives an energy barrier ΔE/k B of 7.2 K, which is only slightly higher than the value obtained at zero field (6.2 K). The pre-exponential factor τ 0 at 1 kOe is 9.03×10 -5 s which is also only slightly higher than that obtained under zero field. lWe note that two relaxation processes can be clearly seen under the influence of an applied field, as evidenced in the Cole-Cole plots of Figures Magnetic measurements reveal that only the Dy III analogue exhibits SMM behaviour, and does so even in the absence of an applied magnetic field. This is quite rare for homometallic Ln SMM in which rapid QTM at H = 0 negates the observation of hysteresis in magnetization versus field studies.
Complex 6 is one of the very few examples 4a, 23 of multinuclear homometallic Ln SMM to exhibit such hysteresis and slow magnetic relaxation at zero applied dc field. The observation of clear hysteresis in 6 at T = 1.0 K therefore highlights a potential design principle for constructing novel Lnbased SMMs: the decoration of the peripheral ligand sheath with H-bond donor/acceptor moieties (or equivalent) that will encourage the formation of weak intermolecular interactions, switching off zerofield tunnelling.
